Abstract-A fiber optical parametric amplifier utilizing single continuous wave pump is demonstrated. Gain medium nsed for parametric amplification is a 50 m long dispersion flattened photonics crystal fiber.
INTRODUCTION
Fiber optical parametric amplifier (FOP A) has attracted a lot of interests in the recent years and found many applications such as optical amplifier, optical parametric oscillator, wavelength converter, demultiplexer of time division multiplexed signals , optical sampling and signal regeneration [1] - [3] . [4] , [5] , [6] while bandwidth as much as 100 nm was obtained when the FOP A is pumped by 4 W single continuous wave laser. In addition, FOP As demonstrate larger gain over a certain bandwidth. A continuous gain of 70 dB was achieved as a result of unidirectional gain that minimizes the oscillations occurring between small reflections at the ends of the FOP A [7] . The ability to operate at arbitrary center wavelength, low noise figure and high speed optical signal processing are another advantages of FOP As.
The optical fiber most researchers use as a parametric gain medium is a kind of dispersion shifted fiber, be it a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) or photonics crystal fiber (PCF) [2] - [7] . In this paper, we investigate the gain of FOP A when PCF with dispersion flattened property is incorporated for parametric amplification. With its low and flat dispersion value that result in lower phase mismatch spanning over wide wavelength range, it is predicted that dispersion flattened PCF has potential to be an alternative to parametric gain medium.
978-1-61284-264-6/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE This paper reports on experimental work of FOP A which uses parametric gain medium of dispersion flattened PCP.
Section II first describes the experimental methodology of 
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup of optical parametric amplifier is depicted in Figure 1 . On the other side of the configuration, the signal to be amplified comes from a tunable laser. To coincide with the pump, the signal is polarized by using a PC. The power of signal is adjusted by VOA before being fed into a circulator.
The circulator here serves two purposes. The first purpose is to block reflected signal from entering laser source for To investigate further the backscattered light, the reflected spectrum is observed in OSA 1. The spectra is plotted in Fig.   3 . Brillouin stokes at 0.08 nm down-shifted off the 1550 nm pump does not appear in the spectra which validates the absence of SBS. The spectra in the figure correspond to Rayleigh scattering light. The higher the pump power, the higher the intensity of the Rayleigh scattering. Pump wavelength (nm) Figure 3 . Reflected spectra of pump at wavelength of 1550nm.
IV. FOP A GAIN
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Parametric gain of the FOP A is then investigated. The wavelength and power of the pump source were tuned at 1550 nm and 26.8 dBm respectively. As for the signal source, the wavelength and power were set at 1538 nm and -23.5 dBm respectively. The signal power was adjusted by VOA. Fig. 4 shows two optical power spectras that were -5 Wavelength (nm) Figure 4 . Measured spectra when pump is turned on and off
The zoomed in 'signal' spectrum in Fig. 4 is depicted in Fig. 5 . Defined as a difference between peak power of amplified signal and that of unamplified signal [2] , internal fiber gain of 17.1 dB was measured by OSA 2. Note that the signal experiences broadening after parametric amplification.
It is due to the nonlinear optics mechanism of cross phase modulation where fluctuation of pump source modulates the phase of signal and idler, resulting in both experience broadening [1] . In addition, for some reasons, signal after being amplified is severely distorted. Phase matching of pump noise is a possible cause of the signal distortion. Wavelength (nm) Figure 5 . Magnified 'Signal' spectra in Fig. 4 with its measured gain. Wavelength (nm) Figure 6 . Measured internal fiber gain as a function of wavelength.
Internal fiber gain as a function of wavelength is plotted in Fig. 6 . The gain achieves as high as 17.1 dB when the signal wavelength is tuned at 1538 nm due to phase matching between pump and signal light wave. Note that gain reaches the least when the wavelength is set around the pump. It happens because the phase of pump completely mismatches with that of signal.
V. CONCLUSION
A single-pumped FOPA using 50m long dispersion flattened PCF as a parametric gain medium has been demonstrated. With 3 dB bandwidth of pump of 0.03 nm, the FOP A was able to suppress the backward SBS without modulating the pump. The most gain achieved in the FOP A was 17.1 dB when the signal wavelength was tuned at 1538 nm but it suffered from distortion due to parametric noise. The presence of idler at the output of FOP A indicates that it has a potential to be a wavelength converter.
